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Abstra t
The Se ure Shell (SSH) proto ol is one of the most popular ryptographi proto ols on the
Internet. Unfortunately, the urrent SSH authenti ated en ryption me hanism is inse ure. In
this paper we propose several xes to the SSH proto ol and, using te hniques from modern
ryptography, we prove that our modi ed versions of SSH meet strong new hosen- iphertext
priva y and integrity requirements. Furthermore, our proposed xes will require relatively little
modi ation to the SSH proto ol (or to SSH implementations). We believe that our new notions
of priva y and integrity for en ryption s hemes with stateful de ryption algorithms will be of
independent interest.
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1 Introdu tion
Con eived as a se ure alternative to traditional Unix tools like rsh and r p [27℄, the IETF standardization body's Se ure Shell (SSH ) proto ol [17℄1 has be ome one of the most popular and
widely used ryptographi proto ols on the Internet. Be ause of its popularity and be ause of the
inse urity of programs like rsh and telnet, a number of institutions only allow users to remotely
a ess their fa ilities using SSH. The ryptographi heart of the SSH proto ol is its Binary Pa ket
Proto ol (BPP ) [28℄; the BPP is responsible for the underlying symmetri en ryption and authenti ation (or the authenti ated en ryption ) of all messages sent between two parties involved in an
SSH onne tion.
Although others have dis ussed spe i properties of the SSH BPP (e.g., problems with not using
a MAC [26℄ or problems with SSH's use of CBC mode [10℄), to the best of our knowledge no one
has performed a rigorous, provable se urity-based analysis of the entire SSH BPP authenti ated
en ryption me hanism. Our goal was thus to thoroughly analyze the SSH BPP authenti ated
en ryption s heme and, in the event that we found any problems, to present provably-se ure xes
to the proto ol.
In order for our xes to be as useful as possible to the Internet ommunity, when developing
our xes we onsidered both (1) provable se urity and (2) eÆ ien y. Additionally, sin e retroa tively modifying existing implementations is often very expensive, we required that our suggested
modi ations (3) not signi antly alter the urrent SSH spe i ation. For the last point, we note
that the reators of SSH had the foresight to design the SSH BPP in a modular way: in parti ular,
it is relatively \easy" to hange the SSH BPP's underlying en ryption and message authenti ation
modules.
Analysis and provably se ure re ommendations. The SSH BPP spe i ation says that SSH
implementations should use CBC mode en ryption [11℄ with hained initialization ve tors (IVs);
i.e., the IV used when en rypting a message should be the last blo k of the previous iphertext.
Unfortunately, CBC mode en ryption with hained IVs is inse ure [23℄, and this inse urity extends
to SSH (this extension was also reported by Dai [10℄).
Sin e CBC mode en ryption with hained IVs is inse ure, but CBC mode with random IVs
is provably se ure against hosen-plaintext atta ks [2℄, a natural x to the SSH proto ol might
be to repla e the use of hained-IV CBC mode with randomized CBC mode. Unfortunately, we
show that doing so is not suÆ ient. In parti ular, sin e the SSH spe i ation does not require the
padding to be random, the resulting SSH implementation may be vulnerable to a rather serious
rea tion-atta k (a priva y atta k that works by modifying a sender's iphertexts and observing the
re eiver's response).
We next present several se ure xes to the SSH authenti ated en ryption me hanism. For example, we suggest using randomized CBC mode en ryption; the di eren e between this suggestion
and the suggestion in the above paragraph is that we require at least one full blo k of random
padding (this ould, however, result in having to en ipher more blo ks than the previous SSH alternative). We also suggest another CBC variant that does not require additional random padding:
CBC mode where the IV is generated by en rypting a ounter with a di erent key. As an additional alternative, we suggest repla ing the underlying en ryption s heme with a variant of ounter
(CTR) mode [12, 22℄ in whi h both the sender and re eiver maintain a opy of the ounter. We
also present a framework within whi h to analyze other possible repla ements.
One important advantage of these xes over the urrent SSH spe i ation is provable se urity.
Making reasonable assumptions (e.g., that SSH's underlying blo k ipher is se ure), we are able
1
SSH version 1.5 [27℄ and SSH version 2.0 [17℄ are radi ally di erent (e.g., version 1.5 uses 32-bit CRCs for
authenti ity). We therefore fo us our analysis on SSH version 2.0.
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to show that our alternatives will preserve priva y against adaptive hosen-plaintext and adaptive
hosen- iphertext atta ks. We also show that our alternatives will resist forgery, replay, and outof-order delivery atta ks. Finally, we argue that our alternatives, and espe ially the latter two, also
satisfy the other two requirements listed above (eÆ ien y and ease of modi ation). (We note that
our CTR mode onstru tion addresses the on erns with CTR mode raised in [7℄.)
Theoreti al ontributions. The previous notions of priva y [2℄ and integrity [19, 4℄ for authenti ated en ryption s hemes only address en ryption s hemes with stateless de ryption algorithms.
The SSH BPP de ryption algorithm is, however, stateful. Motivated by a desire to analyze the
SSH BPP authenti ated en ryption s heme, and by the desire to apture the potential \power"
of stateful de ryption algorithms, we extend the previous notions of priva y and integrity to enryption s hemes with stateful de ryption algorithms. The aforementioned \power" refers to the
fa t that if a s heme meets our new notions of se urity, then, in addition to satisfying the existing
notions of priva y [2℄ and integrity [19, 4℄, the s heme will be se ure against replay atta ks and
out-of-order delivery atta ks | atta ks not aptured under the previous models.
One alternative approa h to our analysis would have been to model the SSH BPP as a \se ure
hannel" [9℄ sin e the notion of se ure hannels an be applied to en ryption s hemes with stateful
de ryption algorithms. We point out that the ombination of our notions is stronger than the notion
of se ure hannels: ombining a se ure key agreement proto ol with an authenti ated en ryption
s heme that meets both of our notions will yield a se ure hannel. Consequently, sin e our xes for
SSH BPP provably meet our strong notions, the resulting SSH BPP is also a se ure hannel.
We a knowledge that one potential disadvantage of our new notions of se urity is that they may
be \too strong" for some appli ations: some appli ations may not require the strength asso iated
with our notions (see [9, 20℄ for reasons). For those appli ations, the notion of a se ure hannel
might be more appropriate. Our notions are, however, more appropriate for appli ations (like SSH)
that do require a higher level of prote tion su h as prote tion against out-of-order delivery atta ks.
Finally, we note that side- hannel atta ks (su h as those exploiting information leaked through the
length of pa kets or the interval of time between pa kets [25℄) are not aptured by our se urity
models nor any other provable se urity models that we are aware of.
Overview. After des ribing the SSH Binary Pa ket Proto ol in Se tion 2, we present a simple
atta k against the urrent SSH spe i ation (Se tion 3). In Se tion 4 we show that \ xing" the
SSH BPP in the natural way may result in an inse ure proto ol. Motivated by the lessons we
learned from Se tions 3 and 4, we then present provably-se ure xes to the SSH Binary Pa ket
Proto ol (Se tion 5). In Se tion 6 we present our provable se urity results in more detail (deferring
the details of the proofs to the appendi es). Finally, in Se tion 7 we dis uss our results and make
re ommendations to the SSH and applied ryptographi ommunities. We dis uss the signi an e of
our earlier atta ks and the advantages and disadvantages of swit hing to our proposed modi ations.
We also dis uss the possibility of hanging the SSH BPP from an \En rypt-and -MAC-based"
onstru tion to an \En rypt-then -MAC-based" onstru tion and the possibility of modifying SSH
to use a dedi ated authenti ated en ryption s heme su h as XCBC [13℄ or OCB [24℄.
Ba kground and related work. An authenti ated en ryption s heme is a s heme designed
to provide both priva y and integrity. From an API perspe tive, a symmetri authenti ated enryption s heme is equivalent to an en ryption s heme ex ept that the de ryption algorithm an
return a spe ial error ode. There are two types of authenti ated en ryption s hemes: dedi ated
onstru tions (e.g., RPC [19℄, XCBC [13℄, IACBC [18℄, and OCB [24℄) and generi omposition onstru tions, so named be ause they use standard en ryption and message authenti ation s hemes
as \bla k boxes." Analysis of the latter lass was initiated in [4, 20℄. The s hemes of SSH, SSL
and IPSEC fall in this lass. The idea of modeling data formats via en oding s hemes that we use
4
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Figure 1: SSH authenti ated en ryption s heme
here was introdu ed in [5℄. An et. al. [1℄ onsider generi omposition in the asymmetri setting
and in parti ular obtain results about the se urity of the transform whi h splits a message into two
sub-messages via a ommitment s heme, signs one of the sub-messages and en rypts the other.

2 The SSH Binary Pa ket Proto ol
The SSH Binary Pa ket Proto ol [28℄ is responsible for en rypting and authenti ating all messages
between two parties involved in an SSH session. Before beginning the authenti ated en ryption
portion of an SSH session, a lient and a server rst agree upon a set of shared symmetri keys (a
di erent set for ea h dire tion of a onne tion). The lient and the server also agree upon whi h
en ryption and message authenti ation s hemes they wish to use. All of the en ryption s hemes
re ommended by [28℄ are based on CBC mode en ryption [11℄, and all of the re ommended message
authenti ation s hemes are based on HMAC [21℄.
The SSH authenti ated en ryption s heme works as depi ted in Figure 1. Given a payload
message (in bytes), the SSH BPP en odes that message into an en oded pa ket onsisting of the
following elds: a four-byte pa ket length eld ontaining the length of the remaining en oded
pa ket (in bytes), a one-byte padding length eld, the payload message, and (possibly random)
padding. The length of the total pa ket must be a multiple of the underlying blo k ipher's
blo k length, and the padding must be at least four bytes long. Although the SSH spe i ation
allows up to 255 bytes of padding per en oded pa ket, both implementations that we evaluated
(openssh-2.9p2 and SSH Communi ations' ssh-3.0.1) use the minimum padding ne essary. The
resulting iphertext is the on atenation of the en ryption of the above en oded pa ket and the
MAC of the above en oded pa ket prepended with a 32-bit ounter. In the following dis ussions we
try to make lear whether we are referring to the intermediate iphertext output by the underlying
en ryption s heme or the iphertext pa ket (the on atenation of the intermediate iphertext and
the MAC tag) output by the SSH BPP.
De ryption is de ned in a natural way: the re eiver rst de rypts the intermediate iphertext
portion of a iphertext to get an en oded pa ket. The re eiver then prepends a 32-bit ounter
(whi h it also maintains) to the en oded pa ket and determines whether the re eived MAC tag is
valid. If so, the de ryptor removes the payload from the en oded pa ket and delivers the payload
to the user (or a higher-level proto ol). If the MAC veri ation fails, the onne tion is terminated.
The SSH spe i ation re ommends the use of CBC mode with inter-pa ket haining. This
5

means that, when en rypting an en oded payload, the sender uses as the initialization ve tor (IV)
either the last blo k of the immediately pre eding iphertext or, when en rypting the rst message,
an IV omputed during the SSH key agreement proto ol. We refer to the urrent instantiation of
the SSH proto ol as SSH-IPC, or SSH with inter-pa ket haining.

3 Atta k Against the Standard Implementation of SSH
There is a simple atta k against SSH-IPC; this atta k was also re ently reported by Dai [10℄. The
problem with SSH-IPC is that an atta ker will know the IV for the next message to be en rypted
before the next message is a tually en rypted (sin e SSH-IPC uses CBC mode with inter-pa ket
haining). This means that if an atta ker an ontrol the entire rst blo k of the input into
SSH-IPC's underlying CBC en ryption s heme, it will be able to ontrol the orresponding input
to the underlying blo k ipher. Sin e a blo k ipher is deterministi , an atta ker ould use this to
glean information about a previously en rypted message (by looking to see if some value was ever
the input to a previous blo k ipher invo ation).
We des ribe the atta k in slightly more detail. We assume for now that an adversary an ontrol
the entire rst blo k of an en oded pa ket. Suppose that an adversary has a guess G of the rst
en oded blo k of the ith pa ket, and let C1 be the last CBC blo k of the i 1st intermediate
iphertext. Sin e we are onsidering SSH-IPC, the blo k C1 was used as the IV when en rypting
the ith pa ket. Let C2 be the rst blo k of the ith iphertext. And let C3 be the last CBC blo k
of the underlying iphertext the user just output (i.e., the user will use C3 as its next IV). If the
adversary is able to for e the user to en rypt the blo k C1  C3  G, where  is the xor operation,
and if the resulting blo k is C2 , the adversary knows its guess of for G was orre t; otherwise the
adversary knows its guess was in orre t.
A small ompli ation arises when mounting this atta k against SSH-IPC be ause the atta ker
annot ontrol the entire rst blo k of an en oded message (be ause the rst 40 bits of an en oded
pa ket ontain metadata). This means that an atta ker may not be able to for e a user's underlying
CBC s heme to en rypt the blo k C1  C3  G. An atta ker will, however, be able to mount this
atta k if C1 and C3 are identi al in the bits that the atta ker annot ontrol. Let l be the blo k
length (in bits) of the underlying blo k ipher. Sin e an atta ker an ontrol approximately lg(l=8)
bits of the padding length eld and approximately 15 lg(l=8) bits of the pa ket length eld of
an en oded message (SSH implementations are only required to support pa kets with payloads
ontaining less than 215 bytes and all pa kets must be padded to a multiple of the blo k length),
an atta ker ould mount a variant of the above atta k by waiting for a ollision on approximately
25 bits (but the adversary's last en ryption request may be up to 215 bytes long).

4 Atta ks Against a Natural \Fix"
The problem with SSH-IPC stems from the fa t that its underlying en ryption s heme, CBC mode
with inter-pa ket haining, is itself inse ure against hosen-plaintext atta ks. A logi al x might
therefore be to repla e the underlying en ryption s heme with randomized CBC mode (i.e., CBC
mode in whi h a new random IV is hosen for ea h message; this new IV must also be sent with
the iphertext). Randomized CBC mode was proven to resist hosen-plaintext atta ks in [2℄. We
refer to an SSH implementation that uses randomized CBC mode as SSH-NPC, or SSH with no
pa ket haining.
It is possible to prove that SSH-NPC preserves priva y (against hosen-plaintext atta ks) and
integrity (under a notion alled \integrity of plaintexts") provided that a user does not use SSH-NPC
6

to en rypt more than 232 messages with any given key. This proof holds even if the paddings used
in en oded pa kets are not random (whi h is allowed by the SSH spe i ation). As the following
atta k shows, however, even though SSH-NPC with non-random padding preserves priva y against
hosen-plaintexts atta ks, it does not preserve priva y against hosen- iphertext atta ks.
Rea tion atta k against SSH-NPC. The SSH spe i ation en ourages, although does not
require, implementations to use random padding. Unfortunately, when the padding value is xed
(e.g., all zeros), SSH-NPC is sus eptible to an easily-mountable rea tion atta k. Furthermore, this
atta k an be made to work even when the padding values are not xed but short and not hard
to predi t: an atta ker an simply wait until the predi ted padding values ollide and then use the
predi ted value to su essfully mount an atta k. The atta k we des ribe here is similar in spirit to
Wagner's atta k in [6℄ and to the atta ks in [20, 26℄ (the term \rea tion atta k" omes from [16℄).
Sin e the SSH draft allows the use of non-random padding, we onsider the existen e of this atta k
to be a serious problem.
The atta k pro eeds roughly as follows: an atta ker inter epts (and prevents the delivery of)
two iphertexts sent by one party involved in an SSH onne tion. The adversary then makes a guess
about the relationship between the two plaintexts orresponding to the two inter epted iphertexts.
The adversary then uses that guess and those two iphertexts to reate a new \ iphertext," whi h
the adversary then sends to the other party involved in the SSH session. By observing the se ond party's rea tion (re all that if the se ond party does not a ept the do tored iphertext, the
onne tion will be terminated), an adversary will learn whether its guess was orre t. Intuitively,
this atta k works be ause an atta ker an modify the iphertext in su h a way that if its guess was
orre t, the iphertext that the se ond party re eives will verify. If its guess was in orre t, with
high probability the iphertext will not verify.
We now des ribe the atta k in more detail. As before, let  denote the xor operation, let
k denote the on atenation of two strings, and let l denote the blo k length (in bits) of the blo k
ipher that SSH-NPC uses in CBC mode. Suppose a user uses SSH-NPC to en rypt two equallength messages M1 and M2 with lengths at most l 40 (or that are identi al after their l 40-th
bit). (For simpli ity of exposition, assume that the two messages are exa tly l 40 bits long.) Let
P11 and P12 be the rst and the se ond blo k of the en oded pa ket orresponding to the payload
M1 , respe tively. Similarly, let P21 and P22 be the rst and the se ond blo k of the en oded pa kets
orresponding to M2 , respe tively. The blo ks P11 and P21 orrespond to the pa ket length, the
padding length, and the payload elds of the two en oded pa kets, and the blo ks P12 and P22
orrespond to the padding elds. Sin e we are assuming xed padding (su h as padding with all
zeros), the padding blo ks P12 and P22 will be equal.
When SSH-NPC's underlying CBC mode en ryption s heme en rypts the rst en oded pa ket
P11 kP12 , it will generate a iphertext 1 = C10 kC11 kC12 ; SSH-NPC's underlying MAC will also
generate a tag 1 (the MAC being omputed over the on atenation of a ounter and P11 kP12 ).
Similarly, SSH-NPC will generate the CBC iphertext C20 kC21 kC22 and the MAC tag 2 for the
en oded pa ket P21 kP22 . (The blo ks C10 and C20 orrespond to the underlying CBC mode's
random initialization ve tors.)
Now assume that the re eiver has not yet re eived the two iphertexts orresponding to M1 and
M2 (i.e., the re ipient's ounter is identi al to the ounter that the sender used when she en rypted
the rst message). Assume that the atta ker knows either M1 or M2 and wants to verify a guess of
the other (or that the atta ker wants to verify a guess of the relationship between M1 and M2 ). Let
X be the value P11  P21  C20 (re all that the blo ks P11 and P12 both begin with the same 40 bits
of header information and that they respe tively end in M1 and M2 ). The atta ker then asks the
re eiver to de rypt the message X kC21 kC22 k1 . If the atta ker's guess is orre t, then X kC21 kC22
will de rypt, via SSH-NPC's underlying CBC s heme, to P11 kP12 , the MAC tag 1 will verify, and
7

the de ryptor will a ept the message. If the atta ker's guess is in orre t, however, X kC21 kC22
will not de rypt to P11 kP12 , the tag 1 will not verify (unless the atta ker also su eeds in breaking
the se urity of the underlying MAC s heme), and the SSH-NPC onne tion will terminate. The
adversary, by wat hing the re ipients rea tion, therefore learns information about the plaintexts
the sender is en rypting.
There are two aspe ts of this atta k that make it easy to mount. First, this atta k only requires
modifying en rypted pa kets; no hosen-plaintexts are required. Se ond, an atta ker an learn
whether its guess is orre t simply by wat hing the re ipient's response. These observations mean
that all an atta ker needs to perform this atta k is the ability to monitor, prevent the delivery of,
and inje t messages in the en rypted ommuni ations between two parties. Similar to Wagner's
atta k in [6℄, this atta k an be used to (among other things) infer the hara ters that a user
types over an intera tive SSH-NPC session. Of ourse, on e the atta ker makes an in orre t guess,
SSH-NPC terminates the onne tion. Nonetheless, an atta ker might still be able to repeat its
atta k after the user begins a new session.
Information leakage, replay, and out-of-order delivery atta ks. Although the SSH
draft suggests that an SSH session rekey after every gigabyte of transmitted data, doing so is not
required. We aution that if an SSH-NPC (or SSH-IPC) session is not rekeyed frequently enough,
then the session will be vulnerable to a number of other atta ks. Re all that the SSH binary pa ket
proto ol in ludes a 32-bit ounter in ea h message to be MACed. These atta ks make use of the
fa t that if the SSH onne tion is not rekeyed frequently enough, then the ounter will begin to
repeat.
The simple observation exploited by the information leakage atta k is the following. Re all
that SSH generates ea h MAC using the en oded payload prepended with a ounter as an input
and then appends the MAC to the intermediate iphertext to generate a iphertext pa ket. As a
result, if the underlying MAC algorithm is stateless and deterministi (whi h many MACs are),
then allowing the ounter to repeat will leak information about a user's plaintexts (through the
MAC). We present the atta ks in more details for ompleteness. Suppose that the underlying
message authenti ation s heme is stateless and deterministi and that the padding is some xed
value. Suppose that an atta ker A sees a iphertext with a MAC tag  and suspe ts that the
underlying payload is M . To verify its guess, A waits for the sender to en rypt 232 1 more
pa kets and then requests the sender to en rypt the payload M . Let  0 be the MAC tag returned
in response to the request. If A's guess is orre t, then  0 will equal  . Otherwise  0 6=  with very
high probability. The atta k an also be used to break the priva y of SSH-NPC when SSH-NPC
uses random padding. In parti ular, if the rst 232 messages that a user tags result in en oded
pa kets that use the minimum 4 bytes of random padding, then an atta ker apable of for ing a
user to tag an additional 232 hosen-plaintexts will be able to learn information about the user's
initial 232 messages. The property used in this atta k (that tagging with a deterministi MAC
leaks information about plaintexts) was also exploited by [4℄ and [20℄.
If the ounter is allowed to repeat, SSH-NPC also be omes vulnerable to replay atta ks and
out-of-order delivery atta ks. For replay atta ks, on e the re eiver has de rypted 232 messages,
an atta ker will be able to onvin e the re eiver to re-a ept a previously re eived message. For
out-of-order delivery atta ks, after the sender has en rypted more that 232 messages, an atta ker
will be able to modify the order in whi h the messages are de rypted.
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5 Se ure Fixes to SSH
We now brie y des ribe our new SSH instantiations. We show in Se tion 6 that these new alternatives provably meet our strongest notions of se urity. That is, assuming that these xes are
not used to en rypt more than 232 pa kets between rekeying, these new onstru tions will resist
hosen-plaintext and hosen- iphertext priva y atta ks as well as forgery, replay, and out-of-order
delivery atta ks. Se urity above 232 is not guaranteed be ause, after 232 pa kets are en rypted,
the SSH BPP's 32-bit internal ounter will begin to wrap. We will ompare these instantiations
of SSH to others and dis uss additional possible modi ations, in luding extending the length of
SSH's internal ounter, in Se tion 7.
SSH via randomized CBC mode with random padding: SSH-$NPC. Re all that the atta k
against SSH-NPC worked by having an atta ker reate a new intermediate iphertext that would
de rypt to an en oded pa ket that the user previously en rypted (assuming the atta ker's guess
was orre t). With this in mind, we propose a provably se ure SSH instantiation (SSH-$NPC)
that uses randomized CBC mode for the underlying en ryption s heme and that requires that
en oded pa kets use random padding. We require that the random padding be hosen anew for
ea h en ryption and that the random padding o upy at least one full blo k of the en oded pa ket.
This onforms to the urrent SSH spe i ation sin e the latter allows padding up to 255 bytes.
The intuition behind the se urity of this alternative, and in parti ular why this alternative resists
the atta k in Se tion 4, is that, sin e the random padding is not sent in the lear, an atta ker will
not know what the random padding is and will not be able to forge a iphertext that will de rypt to
that previously en oded message (with the same random padding). Furthermore, any other atta k
against SSH-$NPC would translate into an atta k against the underlying CBC mode en ryption
s heme, the underlying MAC, the en oding s heme, or the underlying blo k ipher.
SSH via CBC mode with CTR generated IVs: SSH-CTRIV-CBC. Instead of using CBC
mode with a random IV, it is also possible to generate a \random-looking" IV by en rypting a
ounter with a di erent key; we all this alternative SSH-CTRIV-CBC. Unlike SSH-$NPC, for
SSH-CTRIV-CBC we do not require a full blo k of padding and we do not require the padding
to be random. The reason we do not require random padding for this alternative is be ause
the de ryptor is stateful and that any modi ation to an underlying CBC iphertext will, with
probability 1, hange the en oded pa ket. This alternative is more attra tive than SSH-$NPC
be ause it does not in rease the size of iphertexts ompared to SSH-IPC (but it does require one
additional blo k ipher appli ation ompared to SSH-IPC).
SSH via CTR mode with stateful de ryption: SSH-CTR. SSH-CTR uses standard CTR
mode as the underlying en ryption s heme with one modi ation: both the sender and the re eiver
maintain the ounters themselves, rather than transmitting them as part of the iphertexts. We
refer to this variant of CTR mode as CTR mode with stateful de ryption. We point out that this
CTR mode variant o ers the same level of hosen-plaintext priva y as standard CTR mode, the
se urity of whi h was shown in [2℄. As with SSH-CTRIV-CBC, SSH-CTR does not require additional padding and does not require the padding to be random. Furthermore, unlike SSH-$NPC and
SSH-CTRIV-CBC, SSH-CTR requires the same number of blo k ipher invo ations as SSH-IPC.
Other possibilities. There are numerous other possible xes to the SSH BPP. Rather than
enumerate all possible xes to the SSH BPP, in Se tion 6 we dis uss how one an use our general
proof te hniques to prove the se urity of other xes (assuming, of ourse, that the other xes are
indeed se ure). For example, another x of interest might be SSH-EIV-CBC, or SSH where the
underlying en ryption s heme is repla ed by a CBC variant in whi h the IV is the en ipherment
of the last blo k of the previous iphertext.
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6 Provable Se urity Results

Pra ti e-oriented provable se urity. Provable se urity was

rst introdu ed by Goldwasser
and Mi ali in [15℄. It en ompasses both the design and the analysis of ryptographi onstru ts. In
this approa h, one designs a onstru t based on omputationally hard problems su h as fa toring
large omposite integers. These hard problems are treated as atomi primitives whose omputational hardness the se urity of the desired onstru t is based upon. Before the onstru t an
be analyzed, however, one must determine what it means for it to be onsidered \se ure." This
requires pre isely de ned se urity de nitions and adversary models. The former should apture the
se urity obje tives that the onstru t is to a hieve while the latter should apture the settings in
whi h adversaries operate. The goal here is to apture the settings in whi h the onstru t will be
deployed in the real-world.
On e se urity de nitions and adversary models are in pla e, one \proves" se urity of the desired
onstru t via a redu tion from the hardness of the underlying primitives, similar to the way one
redu es SAT to a problem to prove that the problem is NP- omplete. The term \proves" is in quotes
here be ause, in e e t, one does not prove that a onstru t is se ure in this approa h. Rather, one
provides a redu tion of the se urity of the onstru t from that of its underlying primitives. This
te hnique allows us to arrive at a powerful on lusion: the only way to defeat the desired onstru t
in the pres ribed models is to break the underlying primitives. Thus, as long as the primitives
are unbroken, we know that the onstru t is se ure under the pres ribed se urity de nitions and
adversary models.
Our appli ation of provable se urity in this paper is also pra ti e-oriented in that we provide
on rete bounds for our redu tions. This approa h, whi h was introdu ed in [3℄, allows pra titioners
to quantitatively determine the se urity of the onstru t. For example, they an use the best,
urrently known atta k against the underlying primitives su h as AES and derive the upper bound
on the inse urity of the onstru t in question. We note, however, that for simpli ity we do not
provide exa t bounds in this paper but simply state roughly how the resour es for breaking the
onstru t and those for breaking the underlying primitives ompare. In most ases, they are equal.
In other ases, they an be easily determined by looking at the expansion between a payload
message and its en oded pa ket.
Analyzing SSH via a new paradigm. An SSH iphertext is the on atenation of the en ryption
and the MAC of (some en odings of) an underlying payload message. At rst glan e, this seems to
fall into the \En rypt-and-MAC" method of omposing an en ryption s heme with a MAC s heme:
to en rypt a message M , apply the en ryption algorithm to M and the tag generation algorithm
to M , then on atenate the resulting strings to produ e the nal iphertext to be transmitted.
As pointed out in [4, 20℄, this parti ular omposition method is not generi ally se ure: se urity
under standard notions of the en ryption and MAC s hemes used as building blo ks under this
omposition method is not enough to guarantee the priva y of the payload. Naturally, this raises
a question regarding the se urity of SSH.
We show here that, with an appropriate en oding method, su h as the method used in SSH,
an En ode-then-E&M s heme an a tually be made se ure. In fa t, our analysis models SSH more
generally as an authenti ated en ryption s heme onstru ted via a paradigm we all En ode-thenE&M : to en rypt a message, rst en ode it (as SSH does), then en rypt and MAC the en oded
pa kets. Our analysis was done in a general way in order to ensure that that the de nitions and
te hniques we developed will be useful to the evaluators of other SSH-like s hemes.
As des ribed in Se tion 2, an SSH BPP en oded message (for en ryption) onsists of a pa ket
length eld, a padding length eld, payload data, and padding. An en oded message (for MACing)
is identi al to an en oded message for en ryption ex ept that it is prepended with a 32-bit ounter.
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6.1 De nitions

Notation.

If x and y are strings, then jxj denotes the length of x in bits and xky denotes their
on atenation. If i is a non-negative integer, then hii denotes the unsigned l-bit binary representation of i. The empty string is denoted ". When we say an algorithm is stateful, we mean that it
uses and updates its state and that the entity exe uting it maintains the state between invo ations.
Let " denote the initial state of any (stateful or stateless) algorithm. If f is a randomized (resp.,
deterministi ) algorithm, then x R f (y) (resp., x
f (y)) denotes the pro ess of running f on
input y and assigning the result to x. If A is a program, A ( x means \return the value x to A."
En ryption s hemes with stateful de ryption. As usual a symmetri en ryption s heme or
authenti ated en ryption s heme SE = (K; E ; D) onsists of three algorithms. The randomized key
generation algorithm returns a key K . The en ryption algorithm, whi h may be both randomized
and stateful, takes key K and a plaintext and returns a iphertext. Motivated by SSH, the novel
feature here is that the de ryption algorithm may also be stateful (but not randomized); the
de ryption algorithm takes key K and a iphertext and returns either a plaintext or a spe ial
symbol ? (indi ating failure).
Consider the intera tion between an en ryptor and a de ryptor. If, at any point in time, the
sequen e of inputs to the de ryptor is not a pre x of the sequen e of outputs of the en ryptor,
then we say that the en ryption and de ryption pro esses have be ome out-of-syn and refer to
the de ryption input at that point in time as the rst out-of-syn input. The usual orre tness
ondition, whi h said that if C is produ ed by en rypting M under K then de rypting C under K
yields M , is repla ed with a less stringent ondition requiring only that de ryption su eed when
the en ryption and de ryption pro esses are in-syn . More pre isely, the following must be true for
any key K and plaintexts M1 ; M2 ; : : :. Suppose that both E and D are in their initial states.
For i = 1; 2; : : :, let C = E (M ) and let M 0 = D (C ). It must be that M = M 0 for all i.
Message authenti ation s hemes. A message authenti ation s heme or MAC MA = (K; T ; V )
onsists of three algorithms. The randomized key generation algorithm returns a key K . The tagging algorithm, whi h may be both randomized and stateful, takes key K and a plaintext and
returns a tag. The deterministi and stateless veri ation algorithm takes key K , a plaintext, and
a andidate tag and returns a bit. For any key K and message M , and for any internal state of
T , we require that V (M; T (M )) = 1.
En oding s hemes. An \en oding" is an unkeyed transformation. We use en odings to model
the pro ess of loading a payload message into a pa ket for en ryption and a pa ket for message
authenti ation (re all that the en oded pa ket that the SSH BPP en rypts is slightly di erent than
the en oded pa ket that the SSH BPP MACs). Synta ti ally, an en oding s heme EC = (En ; De )
onsists of an en oding algorithm and a de oding algorithm. The en oding algorithm En , whi h
may be both randomized and stateful, takes as input a message M and returns a pair of messages
(M ; M ). The de oding algorithm De , whi h may also be stateful but not randomized, takes as
input a message M and returns a pair of messages (M; M ), or (?; ?) on error. The following
onsisten y requirement must be met. Consider any two messages M; M 0 where jM j = jM 0 j. Let
(M ; M ) R En (M ) for En in some state, and let (M 0 ; M 0 ) R En (M 0 ) for En is in some
(possibly di erent) state. We require that jM j = jM 0 j and jM j = jM 0 j. Furthermore, suppose
that both En and De are in their initial states. For any sequen e of messages M 1 ; M 2 ; : : : and for
i = 1; 2; : : :, let (M ; M ) = En (M ), and then let (m ; m ) = De (M ). We require that M = m
and that M = m for all i.
En ode-then-E&M paradigm. Consider an en oding s heme, and let (M ; M ) be the en oding
of some message M . To generate a iphertext for M using the En ode-then-E&M onstru tion,
l
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the message M is en rypted with an underlying en ryption s heme, the message M is MACed
with an underlying message authenti ation s heme algorithm, and the resulting two values (intermediate iphertext and MAC) are on atenated to produ e the nal iphertext. The omposite
de ryption pro edure is similar ex ept the way errors (e.g., de oding problems or tag veri ation
failures) are handled: in parti ular, should the omposite de ryption algorithm enter a new state
or return to its previous state? We take the approa h used in SSH whereby, if a de ryption fails,
the omposite de ryption algorithm enters a \halting state." This approa h is perhaps the most
intuitive sin e, upon dete ting a hosen- iphertext atta k, the de ryption algorithm prevents all
subsequent iphertexts from being de rypted (of ourse, this also makes the de ryptor vulnerable to a denial-of-servi e-type atta k). Constru tion 6.1 shows the En ode-then-E&M omposition
method in details.
e

t

= (En ; De ), SE = (K ; E ; D), and MA =
(K ; T ; V ) be en oding, en ryption, and message authenti ation s hemes with ompatible message
spa e (the outputs from En are suitable inputs to E and T ). Let all states initially be ". We
asso iate to these s hemes a omposite En ode-then-E&M s heme SE = (K; E ; D) as follows:

Constru tion 6.1 (En ode-then-E&M) Let

EC

e

t

Algorithm Dh e ti (C )
If st =? then return ?
K
If annot parse C then st ? ; return ?
Parse C as k ; M
D e ()
If
M
=
?
then
st
?
;
return ?
Algorithm E h e ti (M )
(
M;
M
)
De
(
M
)
(M ; M ) R En (M )
If M =? then st ? ; return ?
R
R
 E e (M ) ;  T t (M )
v V t (M ;  )
C k
If v = 0 then st ? ; return ?
Return C
Return M

Algorithm K
K R K ;K R
Return hK ; K i
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Although only D expli itly maintains state in the above pseudo ode, the underlying en oding,
en ryption, and MAC s hemes may also maintain state.

6.2 Se urity Notions
Sin e the goal is to model s hemes based on blo k iphers and ryptographi hash fun tions, a
on rete se urity treatment is used. We asso iate to any adversary a number alled its \advantage"
that measures its su ess in breaking a given s heme with respe t to a given se urity notion. The
smaller an adversary's advantage is against a given s heme, the stronger that s heme is with respe t
to that adversary. In dis ussion, take \se ure" to mean that the advantage of any adversary with
\pra ti al" resour es is \small." We brie y des ribe the se urity notions here. Appendix A presents
these notions in more detail.
Se urity notions for en ryption s hemes with stateful de ryption. A se ure authenti ated en ryption s heme SE = (K; E ; D) is one that preserves both priva y and integrity. The
standard notion of indistinguishability (priva y) under hosen-plaintext atta ks (ind- pa) is as follows [2℄: we onsider a game in whi h an adversary A is given a ess to an left-or-right-en ryption
(lr-en ryption) ora le E (LR(; ; b)), for some hidden bit b, that on input two equal length message
M0 ; M1 , returns E (M ). After performing a number of lr-en ryption queries, the adversary must
pa
return a guess for the bit b. We de ne AdvindSE (A) as the probability that A returns 1 when
b = 1 minus the probability that A returns 1 when b = 0.
For our notion of hosen- iphertext priva y for stateful de ryption (ind-sf a), we onsider
a game in whi h an adversary B is given a ess to an lr-en ryption ora le E (LR(; ; b)) and a
K

K

b

K
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de ryption ora le D (). As long as B 's queries to D () are in-syn with the responses from
E (LR(; ; b)), the de ryption ora le performs the de ryption (and updates its internal state) but
does not return a response to B . On e B makes an out-of-syn query to D (), the de ryption
a
ora le returns the output of the de ryption. We de ne Advind-sf
(B ) as the probability that B
SE
returns 1 when b = 1 minus the probability that B returns 1 when b = 0. The new ind-sf a
notion implies the previous notion of indistinguishability under hosen- iphertext atta ks (inda [2℄). Note that, without allowing an adversary to query the de ryption ora le with in-syn
iphertexts (e.g., in the standard ind- a setting), we would not be able to model atta ks in whi h
the adversary atta ks a stateful de ryptor after the latter had de rypted a number of legitimate
iphertexts (perhaps be ause of some weakness related to the state of the de ryptor at that time).
The standard notion for integrity of plaintexts (int-ptxt) is as follows [4℄: we onsider a game
in whi h an adversary A is given a ess to an en ryption ora le E () and a de ryption-veri ation
ora le D (). On input a andidate iphertext C , the de ryption-veri ation ora le invokes D (C )
-ptxt (A) as the probability that A
and returns 1 if D (C ) 6=? and 0 otherwise. We de ne Advint
SE
an nd a iphertext C su h that D (C ) = 1 but that the de rypted value of C , i.e. D (C ), was
not previously a query to E (). For our notion of integrity of iphertexts for stateful de ryption
(int-sf txt), we again onsider a game in whi h an adversary B is given a ess to the two ora les
E () and D (). Let C denote the i-th iphertext returned by the en ryption ora le and let C 0
-sf txt (B ) as the probability that B an generate
denote B 's i-th query to D (). We de ne Advint
SE
0

0
0
a iphertext C su h that D (C ) = 1 and C is an out-of-syn query. The new notion of int-sf txt
implies the previous notion of integrity of iphertexts (int- txt [4℄) as well as se urity against
replay and out-of-order delivery atta ks.
The following proposition states that, if a s heme is indistinguishable under hosen-plaintexts
atta ks and if the s heme meets our strong de nition of integrity of iphertexts, then the s heme
will meet our strong de nition of indistinguishability under hosen- iphertext atta ks. The proof
appears in Appendix B.3. It is similar to the results in [4℄ and [19℄ whi h show that the standard
ind- pa and the standard int- txt notion imply the standard ind- a notion.
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Proposition 6.2 Let SE = (K; E ; D) be a symmetri authenti ated en ryption s heme. Given any

ind-sf a adversary A, we an onstru t an int-sf txt adversary I and an ind- pa adversary B su h
that
pa
a
int-sf txt
Advind-sf
(A)  2  AdvSE
(I ) + AdvindSE
SE (B )
and I and B use the same resour es as A.

Unforgeability of MAC s hemes.

A se ure MAC MA = (K; T ; V ) is one that is strongly
unforgeable under hosen-message atta ks [4℄. We onsider a game in whi h a forger F is given
a ess to a tagging ora le T () and a veri ation ora le V (). The forger is allowed arbitrary
queries to the ora les and wins if it an nd a pair (M;  ) su h that V (M;  ) = 1 but  was
- ma
never returned by T () as a tag for M . We denote the advantage of this forger as Advuf
MA (F ).
Although this notion is in general stronger than the standard notion of unforgeability [3℄, we note
that any pseudorandom fun tion is a strongly unforgeable MAC, and most pra ti al MACs seem
to be strongly unforgeable.
Pseudorandom fun tions. We formalize pseudorandom fun tions and their se urity following
[14, 3℄. Suppose F is a family of fun tions from some message spa e M to f0; 1g , and let RandM!
denote the family of all fun tions from M to f0; 1g . We de ne Advprf
of a
F (D) as the advantage
M!
distinguisher D in distinguishing a random instan e of F from a random instan e of Rand
.
Collision resistan e of en oding s hemes. The se urity of a omposite En ode-then-E&M
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onstru tion depends on properties of the underlying en oding, en ryption, and MAC s hemes. In
addition to the standard assumptions of indistinguishability of the en ryption s heme and unforgeability and pseudorandomness of the MAC s heme, we require \ ollision resistan e" of the en oding
s heme. We motivate this notion as follows. Consider an integrity adversary against a omposite
En ode-then-E&M s heme. If the adversary an nd two di erent messages that en ode (or deode) to the same input for the underlying MAC, then the adversary may be able to ompromise
the integrity of the omposite s heme. Consider now an indistinguishability adversary against the
omposite s heme. As long as the adversary does not generate two inputs for the underlying MAC
that ollide, the underlying MAC should not leak information about the plaintext. The following
des ribes the notions of ollision resistan e for en oding s hemes. Formal de nitions appear in
Appendix A.
An adversary A mounting a \ hosen-plaintext atta k" against an en oding s heme EC = (En ;
De ) is given a ess to an en oding ora le En (). If A an make the en oding ora le output
two pairs that ollide on their se ond omponents (i.e., the M 's), then A wins. We allow A to
repeatedly query the en oding ora le with the same input. Similarly, an adversary B mounting a
\ hosen- iphertext atta k" against EC is given a ess to both an en oding ora le and a de oding
ora le De (). If B an ause a ollision in the se ond omponents of the outputs of En (), De ();
or both, then it wins. Of ourse, we ex lude the ases where B uses the two ora les in a trivial
way to obtain ollisions (e.g. submitting a query to En () and then immediately submitting the
rst omponent of the result, namely M , to De ()). We refer to the advantages of the adversaries
in these two settings as AdvEColl pa (A) and AdvEColl a (B ), respe tively. All en oding s hemes
with deterministi and stateless en oding algorithms are inse ure under hosen-plaintext ollision
atta ks. Furthermore, all en oding s hemes with stateless de oding algorithms are inse ure under
hosen- iphertext ollision atta ks.
t

e

6.3 SSH Se urity Results
The SSH en oding s heme, when used with an l-bit blo k ipher, is shown in Figure 2 (see also
Se tion 2). Re all that jxj denotes the length of string x in bits, not bytes, and that hxi denotes the representation of x as a k-bit unsigned integer. As mentioned, although Figure 2 shows
the padding p as a random string (the se ond boxed equation), the SSH spe i ation does not
require that p be random. Additionally, although the SSH spe i ation allows up to 255 bytes
of padding, the two major implementations of the SSH proto ol, openssh-2.9p2 and SSH Communi ations' ssh-3.0.1, use the minimum-re ommended padding length shown in Figure 2. The
proposed SSH-$NPC instantiation of SSH repla es the rst boxed statement with bpl bpl + l if
bpl < l and always uses random padding as shown in the se ond boxed statement. The instantiations SSH-CTRIV-CBC, SSH-EIV-CBC, and SSH-CTR, on the other hand, uses the rst boxed
statement with no modi ation and allows padding p to be non-random.
The following lemma gives the ollision bounds for the SSH en oding as shown in Figure 2.
Noti e that if q  232 , then dq  2 32 e 1  0 and AdvEColl pa (A) = 0 for any adversary A.
Also, if a oll- a adversary C submits more than 232 en oding queries or 232 de oding queries,
then it an ompletely break the s heme, i.e. AdvEColl a (C ) = 1. (For oll- a se urity of up
to 232 de oding queries it is riti al that the de oding algorithm in rement its ounter on every
invo ation, even for messages that do not orre tly de ode.) The proof appears in Appendix C.1.
k

e

e

Lemma 6.3 (Collision Resistan e of the SSH En oding) Let EC be the en oding s heme
shown in Figure 2 and let mbpl be the minimum padding length (32 bits in Figure 2; the 32 in
the equations below orresponds to the length of the en oding s heme's internal ounter, not the
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Algorithm En (M )
// jM j  0 (mod 8)
If stn = " then stn 0

bpl l
(jM j + 40) (mod l)
If bpl < 32 then bpl bpl + l
p

tl

Me
stn

R

f0; 1gbpl
(8 + jM j + bpl)=8 ; pl
htli khpli kM kp ; Mt
32

Algorithm De (Me )
If stu = " then stu
Mt
stu

h i kh i k k

hstn i kMe

8

32

stu + 1 mod 232
If annot parse Me then return ( ;
Parse Me as tl 32 pl 8 M p
Return (M; Mt )

bpl=8

32

stn + 1 mod 232
Return (Me ; Mt )

0

hstu i kMe

? ?)

Figure 2: The SSH en oding algorithm EC = (En ; De ) for l-bit blo ks, where l  0 (mod 8) and
64  l  252  8. The states st and st are maintained a ross invo ations. When onsidering these
en oding algorithms, re all that jM j denotes the length of M in bits and not bytes (hen e the need
to divide lengths by 8).
n

u

minimum padding length). For any oll- pa adversary A and any oll- a adversary B , ea h making
q en oding queries and, in the ase of B , making q de oding queries, we have that
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and that oll- a ollision resistan e is not provided if q or q > 232 .
e
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Integrity and priva y of our re ommendations.

Our proposed xes from Se tion 5 are
se ure under our strong notions of integrity (int-sf txt) and indistinguishability (ind-sf a). We
sket h our proof of se urity for SSH-CTR (see Appendix C.2 for details). The proof te hnique
extends naturally to other possible xes to the SSH BPP.
We rst present a general result that holds for all En ode-then-E&M onstru tions. This result
states that if an En ode-then-E&M onstru tion's underlying en ryption s heme is ind- pa-se ure,
if the underlying MAC is a se ure pseudorandom fun tion, and if the en oding s heme is oll- pa
ollision resistant, then the omposite En ode-then-E&M s heme will be ind- pa-se ure. The proof
is given in Appendix B.1.

Lemma 6.4 (Chosen-Plaintext Priva y of En ode-then-E&M) Let SE be an en ryption
s heme, let MA be a message authenti ation s heme, and let EC be an en oding s heme. Let SE
be the en ryption s heme asso iated to them as per Constru tion 6.1. Then, given any ind- pa
adversary S against SE , we an onstru t adversaries A, D, and C su h that
pa
prf
oll
ind- pa
(S )  AdvindAdvSE
SE (A) + 2  AdvMA (D) + 2  AdvEC

pa

(C ) :

Furthermore, A; D; and C use the same resour es as S ex ept that A's and D's inputs to their
respe tive ora les may be slightly larger than those of S (due to the en oding).
We now state our result for SSH-CTR:

Theorem 6.5 (Se urity of SSH-CTR) Let SE be the CTR-mode en ryption s heme with stateful

de ryption, let MA be a message authenti ation s heme, and let EC be the en oding s heme des ribed above. Let SSH-CTR be the en ryption s heme asso iated to them as per Constru tion 6.1.
Then, given any int-sf txt adversary I against SSH-CTR, we an onstru t adversaries F and C
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su h that Equation (1) holds. Similarly, given any ind-sf a adversary A against SSH-CTR, we an
onstru t adversaries S , B , E , and G su h that Equation (2) holds.

Adv
Adv

-

-

(I )

ind-sf a
SSH CTR

(A)

int sf txt
SSH CTR

-

 AdvMA
 2  Adv
uf

ma

-

oll
(F ) + AdvEC

int sf txt
SSH CTR

-

a

(C )

(S ) + AdvSE

ind- pa

(1)

(B ) + 2  AdvMA (E ) + 2  AdvEC
prf

oll

pa

(G) (2)

Furthermore, F and C use the same resour es as I ex ept that F 's messages to its ora les may be
slightly larger than I 's queries to its ora les (due to en oding) and C 's messages to its de oding
ora le may have slightly di erent lengths than I 's de ryption queries. Also, S , B , E , and G use
the same resour es as A ex ept that B 's and E 's inputs to their respe tive ora les may be slightly
larger than those of A (due to the en oding).
Theorem 6.5 an be interpreted as follows. Equation (1) states that SSH-CTR provides stateful hosen- iphertext integrity if the MAC is strongly unforgeable and if the en oding is oll- a
ollision resistant. Equation (2) states that SSH-CTR provides stateful hosen- iphertext priva y
if SSH-CTR provides stateful hosen- iphertext integrity, if the underlying en ryption s heme is
ind- pa se ure, if the MAC is a se ure pseudorandom fun tion, and if the en oding is oll- pa seure. As as example, making reasonable assumptions about the se urity of the HMAC s heme, an
implementation of SSH-CTR that uses HMAC and AES in stateful-de ryption CTR mode will be
se ure under both of the strong notions provided that at most 232 messages are en rypted between
rekeying. Noti e here that we use di erent se urity properties of the MAC to obtain di erent seurity aspe ts of SSH-CTR, namely strong unforgeability for integrity and pseudorandomness for
priva y. This distills the property of the MAC that leads to ea h aspe t of se urity. We point out,
however, that the notion of strong unforgeability is relatively new [4℄ and that we do not know of
any provably-se ure strongly unforgeable MACs that are not also pseudorandom fun tions.
To prove Theorem 6.5 (Appendix C.2), we rst use Lemma 6.4, Lemma 6.3, the ind- pa proof
of se urity for CTR mode [2℄, and the assumed pseudorandomness of the underlying MAC to show
that SSH-CTR is ind- pa-se ure. We then prove Equation (1). Applying Proposition 6.2 and our
ind- pa and int-sf txt results for SSH-CTR gives Equation (2). We brie y dis uss our proof of
Equation (1). Let I be an int-sf txt adversary and let M be I 's i-th hosen-plaintext query to
its en oding ora le, let M ; M be the en oding of M , and let  k be the returned iphertext.
Let 0 k 0 be I 's j -th de ryption-veri ation ora le query, let m be the de ryption of 0 by the
underlying de ryption algorithm. To prove Equation (1), we basi ally show that given an int-sf txt
adversary atta king SSH-CTR, that adversary an also be used to atta k the unforgeability of the
underlying MAC, to atta k the oll- a ollision resistan e of the underlying en oding s heme, or
that the rst out-of-order iphertext submitted by the adversary, 0 k 0 , is su h that  6= 0 but
M = m . By properties of CTR mode with stateful de ryption, the latter event annot o ur. The
same property holds for SSH-CTRIV-CBC and SSH-EIV-CBC. For SSH-$NPC the latter event
an o ur, but the probability the latter event o urs is small be ause the last (random) blo k of
the en oded pa ket is not given to the adversary. The strategy we outlined in this paragraph an
be used to prove the se urity of other xes to the SSH BPP that work by repla ing the underlying
en ryption s heme; namely, prove that the underlying en ryption s heme is ind- pa se ure and that
the probability of the event we des ribed is small. (As an important side note, we only onsider the
rst out-of-order iphertext query an adversary makes be ause if the rst out-of-order iphertext
query does not de rypt, the de ryptor enters a halting state.)
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7 Dis ussion and Re ommendations
Having thus presented our main results, we are now in a position to make spe i re ommendations
to the SSH ommunity. We begin by noting that a fundamental problem with the urrent SSH
spe i ation is that the ounter (that is prepended to the en oded payload before MACing) is only
32 bits long. As shown in Se tion 4, on e the 32 bit ounter repeats, an SSH session's MAC tags
may begin to leak information about a user's plaintexts. Our provable se urity results re e t this
onstraint: strong se urity is maintained only if the parties rekey at least on e every 232 pa kets.
Two natural solutions to this problem are to either make the ounter longer or to require an SSH
session to rekey at least on e every 232 messages. We re ommend the se ond option be ause it does
not a e t the pa ket format and thus will likely require minimal hanges to existing implementations
of SSH. In the following dis ussion we assume that all implementations will rekey frequently.
We onsider the urrent instantiation of the SSH BPP transport proto ol, SSH-IPC, and our
spe i re ommendations. We also onsider two other possible alternatives, namely swit hing to
an En rypt-then-MAC-based onstru tion or to a dedi ated authenti ated en ryption onstru tion.
The former involves re-engineering the SSH BPP so that it rst en rypts a message with some underlying en ryption s heme and then MACs the resulting iphertext. The latter involves modifying
SSH to use a dedi ated authenti ated en ryption s heme (e.g., XCBC [13℄ or OCB [24℄).
Continue to use SSH-IPC? As mentioned, SSH-IPC is sus eptible to an adaptive hosenplaintext atta k requiring an SSH user to en rypt on the order of 213 pa kets. However, the atta k
may not be onsidered pra ti al sin e it requires the atta ker to, after seeing a iphertext ollision,
ontrol the next message that a user en rypts. If the session is en rypting a lot of data very
qui kly (e.g., while transferring a le), then an atta ker may not have time to both re ognize that a
ollision has o urred and to for e the user to en rypt a spe ially-do tored message. Additionally,
if we onsider how the SSH transport proto ol is used within SSH (and not as an entity by itself),
then the atta k is ompli ated by the fa t that an appli ation may ompress and further en ode
user data before passing the resulting ompressed payload to the SSH-IPC proto ol. Nonetheless,
we suggest that the use of SSH-IPC be depre ated. One simple reason is that, even if these
atta ks may be diÆ ult to mount in pra ti e, in the modern era of strong ryptography it would
seem ounterintuitive to voluntarily use a proto ol with low se urity when it is possible to x the
se urity of SSH at minimal ost.
Swit h to SSH-NPC? Sin e SSH-NPC requires similar hanges to the spe i ation and implementations as SSH-$NPC while a hieving less se urity than our other xes, there does not appear
to be any substantial reasons to swit h to SSH-NPC. Therefore, we do not onsider it further.
Swit h to SSH-$NPC? The advantages o ered by SSH-$NPC are lear: it is provably se ure and
requires relatively minor and mostly lo alized hanges to the SSH spe i ation and to implementations. The added se urity, however, omes with the additional ost of up to two extra blo ks per
pa ket. In intera tive sessions where an individual pa ket may only ontain a few bytes of user data,
the additional ost asso iated with those extra blo ks may be signi ant (in terms of bandwidth
onsumption, the time ne essary to en rypt and MAC those two extra blo ks, and the time required
to generate the extra blo k of randomness). Another potential problem with SSH-$NPC is that it
is prone to a idental implementation mistakes. Re all that if the padding used with SSH-$NPC
is not randomized, then the same rea tion atta k against SSH-NPC will be e e tive here. Sin e
two SSH implementations will inter-operate regardless of whether their padding is random or xed,
an SSH developer might a identally use non-random or predi table padding. Su h an a idental
implementation mistake ould have serious se urity onsequen es.
Swit h to SSH-CTR? SSH-CTRIV-CBC? SSH-EIV-CBC? The SSH-CTR instantiation is a
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promising andidate sin e it is provably se ure, does not in ur pa ket expansion, and does not
require the padding to be random. Furthermore, there are several performan e advantages with
using CTR mode instead of CBC mode; for example, a software CTR mode implementation an
be up to four times faster than a well-optimized CBC implementation [22℄. Although perhaps not
as attra tive as SSH-CTR, SSH-CTRIV-CBC and SSH-EIV-CBC are also promising andidates
be ause they also require no additional padding and be ause they only use one more blo k ipher
invo ation per pa ket than SSH-IPC.
Re all that the underlying en ryption s hemes for SSH-CTR, SSH-CTRIV-CBC, and SSH-EIVCBC require both the sender and the re eiver to maintain state. Prior to this work, most provable se urity analyses fo used on en ryption s hemes with stateless de ryption algorithms (hen e
our need to de ne se urity notions for en ryption s hemes with stateful de ryption algorithms).
Consequently, one initial obje tion to these three onstru tions might be that they require the
underlying de ryption algorithms to maintain state. However, sin e the omposite SSH BPP deryption algorithm is already stateful (be ause the de oding algorithm is stateful), the fa t that
these three xes use underlying en ryption s hemes with stateful de ryption algorithms should be
of little on ern. Another potential disadvantage with CTR mode is that it is often per eived as
being too \risky" [22℄. As [22℄ points out, however, when used orre tly and with proofs of se urity,
CTR mode has many advantages over other en ryption modes. Furthermore, as Bellovin and Blaze
point out in [7℄, one an minimize the risk in urred with using CTR mode (in luding the risk of
being for ed to use repeating ounters) if key management is done dynami ally and properly, if
it is not used with multiple senders who share keys, and if it is used in onjun tion with strong
integrity he ks. All of these onditions hold in the ase of SSH-CTR.
Swit h to En rypt-then-MAC? Instead of insisting on using the urrent SSH En ode-thenE&M onstru tion, it would also be possible to swit h to another paradigm su h as En rypt-thenMAC (in whi h the message is rst en rypted with an underlying en ryption s heme and then the
resulting iphertext is MACed with an underlying message authenti ation s heme). This alternative is attra tive be ause an En rypt-then-MAC onstru tion is provably se ure assuming that its
underlying en ryption and message authenti ation s hemes are also se ure [4, 20℄. We note, however, that sin e our re ommended xes provably meet our strongest notions of se urity, there may
be little motivation to swit h to an En rypt-then-MAC-based onstru tion. Additionally, swit hing to an En rypt-then-MAC onstru tion will likely require more intrusive modi ations to the
urrent SSH spe i ation and to SSH implementations. Furthermore, unless are is taken, implementations of the modi ed SSH spe i ation may not be ompatible with implementations of the
urrent SSH spe i ation. Con eptually speaking, the hanges in urred by SSH-CTR, SSH-$NPC,
SSH-CTRIV-CBC, and SSH-EIV-CBC involve only hanging the underlying en ryption module
and, in the ase of SSH-$NPC, adding more random number generation for the padding. In ontrast, the hanges in urred by swit hing to the En rypt-then-MAC onstru tion involve hanging
the whole onstru tion. Of ourse, the di eren e in the a tual e orts that developers need to put
in is highly implementation dependent.
Swit h to dedi ated authenti ated en ryption s hemes? There are symmetri key-based
authenti ated en ryption s hemes that are designed from s rat h and, thus, are potentially more
eÆ ient than s hemes based on a bla k-box omposition of o -the-shelf en ryption and MAC omponents. These in lude RPC [19℄, XCBC [13℄, IACBC [18℄, and OCB [24℄. Re all that urrently the
input to the SSH BPP's underlying en ryption s heme is di erent from the input to the underlying
MAC. There are two possible ways to in orporate a dedi ated authenti ated en ryption s heme
into SSH: (1) spe i ally re-design the SSH spe i ation around a single authenti ated en ryption
omponent or (2) somehow plug a dedi ated authenti ated en ryption s heme into the urrent SSH
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design. As we mentioned when we onsidered the En rypt-the-MAC paradigm, re-designing the
SSH spe i ation is probably not an attra tive option.
For (2), the most logi al way to in orporate a dedi ated s heme into SSH would be to repla e
the urrent en ryption s heme (CBC mode with hained IVs) with something like XCBC or OCB
and to use the \none" message authenti ation s heme. As we argued for SSH-CTR, SSH-$NPC,
SSH-CTRIV-CBC, and SSH-EIV-CBC, this modi ation should be fairly easy to do, and, given the
eÆ ien y of dedi ated authenti ated en ryption s hemes, ould result in signi ant performan e
gains. The present drawba k with this approa h is that the urrent SSH spe i ation does not
use in lude the 32-bit ounter in the input to the underlying en ryption s heme. Sin e, under this
onstru tion, the ounter will not be bound to the input to the dedi ated authenti ated en ryption
s heme, this onstru tion annot prote t against replay and out-of-order delivery atta ks messages
(while our proposed re ommendations an). To re tify this situation, one would still have to
modify more than just the \bla k-box" en ryption omponent of the SSH BPP; doing so has the
same drawba ks as possibility (1) above.
Closing remarks. We a knowledge that there are many possible ways to x the urrent problems
with the SSH proto ol. We are biased towards our re ommended xes (e.g., SSH-CTR) be ause
they are \less intrusive" than the other possible modi ations but are still eÆ ient and se ure.
\Less intrusive" is, however, a subje tive measure and the IETF SSH working group may de ide
that it is feasible to re-engineer the SSH proto ol to use an En rypt-then-MAC-based onstru tion
or a dedi ated authenti ated en ryption s heme. Given the inertia of the urrent SSH proto ol,
however, we feel that the working group may have a hard time justifying signi ant modi ations
to the SSH spe i ation. The goal of this work is to provide enough information to the SSH
ommunity so that the SSH ommunity an make an informed de ision when de iding how to x
the urrent problems with SSH.
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A Formal Notions of Se urity

EC = (En ; De ) be a enoding s heme. Let A pa be an adversary with a ess to an en oding ora le and let A a be an
adversary with a ess to an en oding ora le En () and a de oding ora le De (). Let M denote
an adversary's i-th en oding query and let (M ; M ) denote the response for that query. Let m
denote A a 's i-th de oding query and let (m ; m ) denote the response for that query. Consider
the following experiments:

De nition A.1 (Collision resistan e of en oding s hemes) Let
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We de ne the advantages of the adversaries A pa and A
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De nition A.2 (Priva y for symmetri en ryption s hemes) Let SE = (K; E ; D) be a symmetri en ryption s heme, and let b 2 f0; 1g. Let A pa be an adversary that has a ess to a
left-or-right en ryption ora le E (LR(; ; b)); let A a and Asf a be adversaries that have a ess
to a left-or-right en ryption ora le and a de ryption ora le D (). Ea h adversary returns a bit.
Consider the following experiments:
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a-b
pa-b
Experiment Expind-sf
(Asf a )
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Experiment Expind(A pa )
SE
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K K
i 0 ; j 0 ; phase 0
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Run AEsfK (aLR(  )) DK ()
Reply to E (LR(M0 ; M1 ; b)) queries
Reply to E (LR(M0 ; M1 ; b)) queries
as follows:
R
as follows:
C E (M ) ; A pa ( C
i i + 1 ; C R E (M )
Until A pa returns a bit d
Asf a ( C
Return d
Reply to D (C ) queries as follows:
j j + 1 ; M D (C )
a-b
Experiment Expind(A a )
SE
If j > i or C 6= C then phase 1
R
K K
If phase = 1 then Asf a ( M
Run AEKa(LR(  )) DK ()
Until Asf a returns a bit d
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Reply to D (C ) queries as follows:
M D (C ) ; A a ( M
Until A a returns a bit d
Return d
K
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a-b
We require that, for all queries (M0 ; M1 ) to E (LR(; ; b)), jM0 j = jM1 j. For Expind(A a ),
SE
we require that A a not query D () on a iphertext previously returned by E (LR(; ; b)). We
respe tively de ne the hosen-plaintext, hosen- iphertext, and stateful hosen- iphertext priva y
advantages of the adversaries as
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SE = (K; E ; D) be a
symmetri en ryption s heme. Let Aptxt , A txt , and Asf txt be adversaries ea h with a ess to an
en ryption ora le E () and a de ryption-veri ation ora le D (). The de ryption-veri ation
ora le invokes D (C ) and returns 1 if D () 6= ? and 0 otherwise. Consider the experiments

De nition A.3 (Integrity for symmetri en ryption s hemes) Let
K
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K
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Run A txt
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j > i or C 6= C then phase 1
If M 6=? and M 62 S then return 1
If M 6=? and phase = 1 then return 1
If M 6=? then Aptxt ( 1
If M 6=? then Asf txt ( 1
Else Aptxt ( 0
Else Asf txt ( 0
Until Aptxt halts
Until
A
sf txt halts
Return 0
Return 0
;

;

K

K

K

i

K

b

i

K

K

K

K

j

-ptxt (A ) ex ept that the rst
int- txt
and an experiment ExpSE
(A txt ) that is identi al to Expint
ptxt
SE
boxed equation is S S [fC g and the se ond boxed equation is C 62 S . We de ne the advantages
of the adversaries in atta king the plaintext, iphertext, and stateful iphertext integrity of the
s heme respe tively as
h

i





-ptxt (A ) = Pr Expint-ptxt (A ) = 1
Advint
ptxt
ptxt
SE
SE
- txt
int- txt
Advint
SE (A txt ) = Pr ExpSE (A txt ) = 1
h

i

int-sf txt
-sf txt (Asf txt ) = 1 :
AdvSE
(A txt ) = Pr Expint
SE

De nition A.4 (Strong Unforgeability of message authenti ation s hemes) Let MA =
(K; T ; V ) be a message authenti ation s heme. Let F be a forger with a ess to a tagging ora le
T () and a veri ation ora le V (; ). Consider the following experiment:
K

K

ma
(F )
Experiment Expuf
MA
R
K K;S ;
Run F TK () VK ( )
Reply to T (M ) queries as follows:
R
 T (M ) ; S S [ f(M;  )g ; F ( 
Reply to V (M;  ) queries as follows:
v V (M;  )
If v = 1 and (M;  ) 62 S then return 1
F (v
Until F halts
Return 0
;

;

K

K

K

We de ne the advantage of F in forging a message as
i

h

ma
uf - ma
AdvMA
(F ) = Pr Expuf
MA (F ) = 1 :
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De nition A.5 (Pseudorandom fun tions and super-pseudorandom permutations) Let

F : f0; 1g  M ! f0; 1g

be a family of fun tions from some message spa e M to f0; 1g , and let
RandM! denote the family of all fun tions from M to f0; 1g . Let P : f0; 1g  f0; 1g ! f0; 1g
denote a family of permutations on f0; 1g , and let Perm be the family of all permutations on
f0; 1g . Let Dprf be a PRF distinguisher for F and let Dprp be a super-pseudorandom distinguisher
for P . Consider the following experiments:
k

L

L

L

L

k

l

l

l

l

l

a-b
Experiment ExpprpExperiment Expprf-b
F R (Dprp )
F R(Dprf )
If b = 1 then K f0; 1g ; g P
If b = 1 then K f0; 1g ; g F
R
M!
Else g R Perm
Else g Rand
1
Run Dprf
Run Dprp
Reply to g(M ) queries as follows:
Reply to g(M ) queries as follows:
Dprf ( g(M )
Dprp ( g(M )
Until Dprf returns a bit d
Reply to g 1 (C ) queries as follows:
Return d
Dprp ( g 1 (C )
Until Dprp returns a bit d
Return d
k

k

K

K

l

L

g

g;g

We de ne the advantages of the adversaries as
h

prf-1
Advprf
F (Dprf ) = Pr ExpF (Dprf ) = 1

Advprp
P

a

h

(Dprp ) = Pr ExpprpP

a-1

i

(Dprp ) = 1

h

Pr Expprf-0
F (Dprf ) = 1

i

h

Pr ExpprpP

a-0

i
i

(Dprp ) = 1 :

B General Se urity Results for the En ode-then-E&M Paradigm
We present here general results for the En ode-then-E&M omposition method. We use these
results when proving the se urity of our proposed xes. These results will also be useful to the
evaluators of other En ode-the-E&M onstru tions.

B.1 Chosen-Plaintext Priva y (Proof of Lemma 6.4)
Lemma 6.4 states that, to onstru t a omposed s heme that provides hosen-plaintext priva y via
this paradigm, it is enough to use an ind- pa se ure en ryption s heme, a pseudorandom MAC, and
a oll- pa se ure en oding s heme as building blo ks. One notable feature of the proof is that it
a tually uses a weaker property than pseudorandomness for the underlying MAC. But sin e most
MACs in pra ti e are pseudorandom, the distin tion is perhaps mainly of theoreti al interest.
Distin t plaintext priva y of message authenti ation s hemes. Before proving Lemma
6.4, we rst present a new notion of se urity for message authenti ation s hemes: indistinguishability under distin t hosen-plaintext atta ks, ind-d pa for short. Let MA = (K; T ; V ) be a message
authenti ation s heme. The notion of ind-d pa for MA is based on the notion of ind- pa for enryption s hemes. For bit b and key K let T (LR(; ; b)) denote the lr-tag ora le whi h, given
equal-length plaintexts M0 ; M1 , returns T (M ). (We stress that the lr-tag ora le returns only the
tag and not the message-tag pair M kT (M ).) The ind-d pa notion is de ned as follows.
K

K

b

K

b

b

De nition B.1 (Indistinguishability against Distin t Chosen-Plaintext Atta ks) Let MA
= (K; T ; V ) be a message authenti ation s heme. Let b 2 f0; 1g. Let A be an adversary that has
a ess to an ora le T (LR(; ; b)). Consider the following experiment:
K
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pa-b
Experiment Expind-d
(A pa )
SE
R
K K
K (LR(  ))
Run AEpa
Reply to E (LR(M0 ; M1 ; b)) queries as follows:
C R E (M ) ; A pa ( C
Until A pa returns a bit d
Return d
Above it is mandated that all left messages of A's queries be unique and that all right messages of
A's queries be unique. We de ne the advantage of A via
; ;b

K

K

b

i

h

i

h

pa-0
ind-d pa-1
pa
(A) = 1 :
(A) = 1
Pr Expind-d
Advind-d
MA
MA (A) = Pr ExpMA
Theorem B.2 (Relation between IND-DCPA and PRF) Let MA be a MAC s heme. Then,

given any ind-d pa adversary A against MA, we an onstru t a distinguisher D against MA su h
that
pa
prf
Advind-d
MA (A)  2  AdvMA (D)
Furthermore, D uses the same resour es of A.

This theorem implies that if MA is se ure as a PRF (as is expe ted of many MACs; e.g., [3, 8℄),
then it will also be ind-d pa se ure. The theorem is easy to verify. Therefore, we omit the proof.
Now we state and prove Lemma B.3 below. Lemma 6.4 follows dire tly from Theorem B.2 and
Lemma B.3. Throughout, we let En  (; ) and De  (; ) denote the en oding algorithms En ()
and De () ex ept that they expli itly take a state as part of the input and return a new state as
part of the output.
Lemma B.3 Let SE = (K ; E ; D) be an en ryption s heme, let MA = (K ; T ; V ) be a message
authenti ation s heme, and let EC = (En ; De ) be an en oding s heme. Let SE be the en ryption
s heme asso iated to them as per Constru tion 6.1. Then, given any ind- pa adversary S against
SE , we an onstru t an ind- pa adversary A against SE , an ind-d pa adversary B against MA,
and a ollision nder C su h that
e

t

ind- pa
ind-d pa
oll
pa
AdvindSE (S )  AdvSE (A) + AdvMA (B ) + 2  AdvEC

pa

(C ) :

Furthermore, A; B; and C use the same resour es as S ex ept that A's and B 's inputs to their
respe tive ora les may be slightly larger than those of S (due to the en oding).

Proof of Lemma B.3: Let S denote an ind- pa adversary that has ora le a ess to E (LR(; ; b)),
K

b 2 f0; 1g. Let x 2 f1; 2; 3g. We de ne three experiments asso iated with S as follows.

Experiment ExpH
K R K ; K R K ; st0 " ; st1 "
Run S replying to its ora le query (M0 ; M1 ) as follows:
(M 0 ; M 0 ; st0 ) R En  (M0 ; st0 ) ; (M 1 ; M 1 ; st1 ) R En  (M1 ; st1 )
Swit h (x):
Case x = 1:  R E e (M 1 ) ;  R T t (M 1 )
Case x = 2:  R E e (M 0 ) ;  R T t (M 1 )
Case x = 3:  R E e (M 0 ) ;  R T t (M 0 )
Return k to S
Until S halts and returns a bit b
Return b.
x

e

e

e;

t

t

t;

e;

t;

K

e;

K

t;

K

e;

K

t;

K

e;

K

t;
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Let P def
= Pr [ ExpH = 1 ℄ denote the probability that experiment ExpH returns 1, for x
pa
f1; 2; 3g. By the de nition of AdvindSE (S ), we have
x

x

x

pa
AdvindSE (S ) = P1 P3 = (P1 P2 ) + (P2

P3 ) :

2

(3)

Given S , we an onstru t three new adversaries A, B , and C su h that the following lemmas hold
and the new adversaries use the resour es spe i ed in the statement of Lemma B.3.

Lemma B.4 P1 P2

 AdvSE

Lemma B.5 P2 P3

 AdvMA

ind- pa

(A).

ind-d pa

(B ) + 2  AdvEColl

pa

(C ).

Equation (3) and the above lemmas imply Lemma B.3.

Proof of Lemma B.4: We onstru t an adversary A breaking priva y of the underlying en ryption
s heme SE = (K ; E ; D) using the adversary S below.
e

Adversary AEK (LR(  ))
K R K ; st0 " ; st1 "
Run S replying to its ora le query (M0 ; M1 ) as follows:
(M 0 ; M 0 ; st0 ) R En  (M0 ; st0 ) ; (M 1 ; M 1 ; st1 ) R En  (M1 ; st1 )
 R E (LR(M 0 ; M 1 ; b)) ;  R T t (M 1 )
Return k to S
Until S halts and returns a bit b
Return b.
; ;b

t

t

e;

t;

K

e;

e;

e;

K

t;

t;

If b = 1, the adversary A simulates S in the exa t same environment as that of ExpH1 . Similarly,
if b = 0, the adversary A simulates S in the exa t same environment as that of ExpH2 . Thus,
P1

h

pa-1
P2 = Pr Expind(A) = 1
SE

i

h

pa-0
Pr Expind(A) = 1
SE

i

pa
= AdvindSE (A) :

The adversary A uses the same resour es as S ex ept that, due to the en oding, the queries that
A makes to its ora le may be slightly larger than the queries that S makes to its ora le. Also, A
performs two en odings for ea h query that S makes and, thus, its running time is (polynomially)
larger than that of S . Re all the standard onvention that running time of an adversary is measured
with respe t to the entire experiment in whi h it runs. Hen e, Lemma B.4 follows.

Proof of Lemma B.5: Given S , we an onstru t an adversary B that an break the distin t
hosen-plaintexts priva y of the underlying MAC s heme MA = (K ; T ; V ) and an adversary C
that an break the ollision resistan e of the underlying en oding s heme EC = (En ; De ). These
adversaries are de ned in below.
t
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Adversary B TK (LR(  ))
Adversary C ()
R
K
K ; st0 " ; st1 "
K R K ; K R K ; st
"
R
Run S replying to its ith ora le
d
d f0; 1g ;
query (M0 ; M1 ) as follows:
Run S replying to its ora le
(M 0 ; M 0 ; st0 ) R En  (M0 ; st0 )
query (M0 ; M1 ) as follows:
R

(M 1 ; M 1 ; st1 ) En (M1 ; st1 )
(M ; M ) R En (M )
If M 0 2 fM 10 ; : : : ; M 0 1 g or
(M ; M ; st ) R En  (M ; st )
M 1 2 fM 11 ; : : : ; M 1 1 g then return 0
 R E e (M 0 )
R
R
 E e (M 0 )
 T t (M 1 )
R
Return k to S
 T (LR(M 0 ; M 1 ; b))
Until S halts and returns a bit b
Return k to S
Until S halts and returns a bit b
Return b
Let Pr2 [  ℄ and Pr3 [  ℄ denote the probabilities asso iated with the experiment ExpH2 and ExpH3 ,
respe tively. Let E2 denote an event that there exists at least one ollision among the M 0 's or
among the M 1 's in ExpH2 . Let E3 denote an event that there exists at least one ollision among
the M 0 's or among the M 1 's in ExpH3 . We make the following laims.
; ;b

e

En

e

e

i

t

n

i

i

i
t;

i
e;

t

i

i
t;

i
e;

e

e;d

t;d

e;

t;

d

i

i
t;

t;

t;

n

n

i

i
t;

t;

t;

i
e;

K

e;

K

t;

i
t;

i
t;

K

K

t;

t;

t;

t;

Claim B.6 Pr2 [ E2 ℄  2  AdvEColl


Claim B.7 Pr2 ExpH2 = 1 ^ E2

pa







pa
Pr3 ExpH3 = 1 ^ E3 = Advind-d
(B ).
SE

We an now bound the di eren e P2
P2

(C ).

P3 as follows:

P3 = Pr2 [ ExpH2 = 1 ℄ Pr3 [ ExpH3 = 1 ℄


= Pr2 ExpH2 = 1 ^ E2 + Pr2 [ ExpH2 = 1 ^ E2 ℄


Pr3 ExpH3 = 1 ^ E3
Pr3 [ ExpH3 = 1 ^ E3 ℄

 AdvSE

ind-d pa

(B ) + 2  AdvEColl

pa

(C ) :

To justify Claim B.6, let E0 be the event that there exists at least one ollision among the M 0 's in
ExpH2 and let E1 be the event that there exists at least one ollision among the M 1 's in ExpH2 .
Let Pr [  ℄ be over ExpEColl- pa (C ). Then,
t;

t;

h

i

Pr ExpEColl- pa (C ) = 1 = Pr [ E0 ^ d = 0 ℄ + Pr [ E1 ^ d = 1 ℄

1
1 
=  Pr2 [ E0 ℄ + Pr2 [ E1 ℄   Pr2 [ E2 ℄
2
2
where the se ond equality omes from the fa t that the messages C returns to A are independent
of the bit d. To justify Claim B.7, we note that B returns 1 only if all the M 0 's and M 1 's are
unique (i.e., events E2 or E3 did not o ur).
The adversaries B and C use the same resour es as S ex ept that the queries that B makes to its
ora le may be slightly larger than those of S due to the en oding. Also, B and C ea h perform
two en odings for ea h query that S makes and, thus, their running times are (polynomially) larger
than that of S . Re all the standard onvention that running time of an adversary is measured with
respe t to the entire experiment in whi h it runs. Hen e, Lemma B.5 follows.
t;
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t;

B.2 Integrity of Plaintexts
Theorem B.8 states that the omposed s heme provides plaintext integrity if the underlying MAC is
unforgeable2 and if the underlying en oding s heme is ollision-resistant against hosen- iphertext
atta ks. As one would expe t, we need more than hosen-plaintext ollision resistan e of the
underlying en oding s heme here be ause an adversary is allowed to submit iphertext queries
when mounting an integrity atta k.

Theorem B.8 (Integrity of Plaintexts for En ode-then-E&M) Let SE be an en ryption
s heme, let MA be a message authenti ation s heme, and let EC be an en oding s heme. Let SE
be the en ryption s heme asso iated to them as per Constru tion 6.1. Then, given any int-ptxt
adversary A against SE , we an onstru t adversaries F and C su h that
int-ptxt
oll
a
- ma
AdvSE
(C ) :
(A)  Advuf
MA (F ) + AdvEC
Furthermore, F and C use the same resour es as A ex ept that F 's messages to its tagging and tag
veri ation ora les may be slightly larger than A's en ryption queries (due to the en oding) and
that C 's messages to its de oding ora le may have di erent lengths than A's de ryption queries.
We prove Theorem B.8 as follows. Let SE = (K; E ; D) be the omposite en ryption s heme onstru ted via Constru tion 6.1 from the en ryption s heme SE = (K ; E ; D), the MAC s heme
MA = (K ; T ; V ), and the en oding s heme EC = (En ; De ). Assume we have an adversary A
atta king the integrity of plaintexts of SE . We asso iate to A two adversaries: a forger F breaking
the unforgeability of MA and a ollision nder C breaking the ollision resistan e of EC su h that
e

t

-ptxt (A)  Advuf - ma (F ) + Adv oll
Advint
MA
EC
SE

a

(C ) :

(4)

The forger F and the ollision nder C are simple. The forger F uses K to generate an en ryption
key and uses the en ryption key and its tagging ora le to answer A's queries in a straight-forward
manner. In parti ular, it follows Constru tion 6.1. Similarly, the ollision nder C uses the same
-ptxt (A).
approa h. This ensures that A is exe uted in the same environment as that in Expint
SE
Let Pr1 [  ℄, Pr2 [  ℄, and Pr3 [  ℄ respe tively denote the probabilities asso iated with the experint-ptxt
ma
oll- a
(A), Expuf
iments ExpSE
MA (F ), and ExpEC (C ). Let E denote the event that A makes
a query that would ause C to su eed in nding
of E , Pr1 [ E ℄ =i
h a ollision. Then, by the
h
i de nition


int-ptxt
ma
oll- a
Pr3 ExpEC (C ) = 1 . Furthermore, Pr1 ExpSE
(A) = 1 ^ E  Pr2 Expuf
MA (F ) = 1
sin e E implies that the veri ation request that aused A to su eed must have produ ed (through
the de oding) a previously unseen tagging message M (thereby allowing F to su eed). Consequently,
e

t

h

h

i

h

i

-ptxt (A) = 1 ^ E
int-ptxt
int-ptxt
Pr1 ExpSE
(A) = 1 = Pr1 ExpSE
(A) = 1 ^ E + Pr1 Expint
SE
h

 Pr ExpMA
2

uf

ma

i

h

(F ) = 1 + Pr3 ExpEColl- a (C ) = 1

i

i

and Equation (4) follows. Adversaries F and A use equivalent resour es ex ept that F 's messages
to its ora les may be slightly larger due to the en oding. Adversaries C and A also use equivalent resour es ex ept that C 's message to its ora le may not be the exa tly the same size as A's
de ryption-veri ation queries, although they are polynomially related.
2

Although the theorem statement refers to strong unforgeability, weak unforgeability of the underlying MAC
s heme is a tually suÆ ient here sin e the oll- a property of the underlying en oding s heme ensures that inputs
to the MAC algorithm will not ollide.
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B.3 Obtaining Chosen-Ciphertext Priva y (Proof of Proposition 6.2)

Our proof is modeled after the proof in [4℄. Let SE = (K; E ; D) be a symmetri en ryption s heme,
and let A be any ind-sf a adversary against SE . We asso iate to A an ind- pa adversary B and
an int-sf txt adversary I . These adversaries are simple. The adversary B runs A almost exa tly as
a-b
in Expind-sf
(A) where b is B 's lr-en ryption ora le bit. The only ex eption is that B return ?
SE
to A if A submits an out-of-syn de ryption query. Then, B outputs what A outputs. Similarly, I
a-A
runs A almost exa tly as in Expind-sf
(b) where b is a bit that I hooses at random. The only
SE
ex eption is that, when A su essfully submits an out-of-syn de ryption query, the adversary I
terminates.
a-b
(A) and a random hoi e for b 2 f0; 1g,
Let Pr1 [  ℄ denote the probability over Expind-sf
SE
0
and let b denote the output of A in these experiments. Let Pr2 [  ℄ denote the probability in
-sf txt (I ). Let Pr3 [  ℄ denote the probability over Expind- pa- (B ) where is randomly sele ted
Expint
SE
SE
from f0; 1g and let 0 be the bit B returns. Let E denote the event that A makes at least one query
to a phase 1 de ryption ora le that would su essfully de rypt. Note that


Pr1 b0 = b ^ E



 Pr

1

-sf txt (I )
[ E ℄  Advint
SE

-sf txt (I ) runs A exa tly as in Expind-sf
sin e, prior to E o urring, Expint
SE
SE
and, on e E o urs, I su eeds in forging a iphertext. Also note that




Pr1 b0 = b ^ E  Pr3 0 =
h
i 1 
1
pa-1
(
B
)
=
1
+  1
=  Pr ExpindSE
2
2
1
1
pa
= AdvindSE (B ) + 2
2

a-b

(A) for a random b

h

pa-0
Pr Expind(B ) = 1
SE

i

sin e whenever A does not ause event E to o ur, A's view when run by B is equivalent to its
a-b
view when run in Expind-sf
(A). Consequently,
SE


1
1
a
Advind-sf
(A) + = Pr1 b0 = b
SE
2
2




= Pr1 b0 = b ^ E + Pr1 b0 = b ^ E
-sf txt (I ) + 1 Advind- pa (B ) + 1 :
 Advint
SE
SE
2
2

The adversaries B and I use the same resour es as A ex ept that B does not perform any hoseniphertext queries to a de ryption ora le.

C SSH Proofs
C.1 Proof of Lemma 6.3
First, we prove the rst inequality in the theorem. Re all that the padding is hosen independently
at random from f0; 1gmbpl where mbpl is the minimum padding length. For a oll- pa adversary A
to win, it must make at least two en oding queries M ; M su h that i 6= j and M = M . From
the onstru tion, this means that the values of the ounters and the paddings must ollide (i.e.
st = st and p = p ). For ea h ounter value, the probability that the paddings ollide is 2 mbpl .
There are 232 possible values for the ounter, and ea h value o urs at most dq =232 e times over
i

i
n

j
n

i

j

i
t

j

e
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j

t

the ourse of the experiment. Therefore, the probability that any oll- pa adversary A making at
most q en oding queries an win is at most
e



dq  2 e  2  2
2
32

e

32

mbpl

After some simpli ation, the rst inequality in the theorem follows.
Now, we prove the se ond equality in the theorem. Re all that the onstru tion in Figure 2
spe i es that M
hst i32 kM for the en oding and that M hst i32 kM for the de oding.
Sin e the states st ; st are ounters that are maintained internally by the ora les, no adversary B
an have ontrol over them. Sin e both states start at 0, if B is limited to fewer than 232 en oding
queries and 232 de oding queries, then it is easy to see that B annot possibly make two queries
satisfying either of the rst two onditions in the experiment ExpEColl- a (B ). We now turn our
attention to the last ondition in the experiment and argue that B annot possibly satisfy it either.
Suppose toward a ontradi tion that B an somehow make a query M to En () and a query m
to De () su h that (i 6= j or M 6= m or M 6= m ) and M = m where i; j  232 . From Figure 2,
M = m implies that M = m and onsequently that M = m . Therefore, for this ondition to
be satis ed i must be di erent from j . However, i; j  232 . Therefore, i 6= j implies that st 6= st .
Therefore, M 6= m , and we have a ontradi tion. Thus, AdvEColl a (B ) = 0.
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C.2 Proof of Theorem 6.5
Equation (2) follows dire tly from Proposition 6.2 and Lemma 6.4. Now, we prove Equation (1).
Let SE = (K; E ; D) be the omposite en ryption s heme (SSH-CTR in this ase) onstru ted via
Constru tion 6.1 from the en ryption s heme SE = (K ; E ; D), the MAC s heme MA = (K ; T ; V ),
and the en oding s heme EC = (En ; De ). Consider any int-sf txt adversary I against SE . We
asso iate to I a uf- ma forger F against MA and a oll- a ollision nder C against EC as follows.
The forger F uses K to generate an en ryption key and uses the en ryption key and its tagging
ora le to answer I 's queries in a straight-forward manner. In parti ular, it follows Constru tion 6.1.
Similarly, the ollision nder C uses the same approa h. This ensures that I is exe uted in the
int-sf txt
same environment as that in ExpSE
(I ) until I su eeds in making an out-of-syn query.
Re all that the int-sf txt adversary I an make two types of queries: en ryption queries to
E and de ryption-veri ation queries to D . Suppose I makes q en ryption queries and q
de ryption-veri ation queries. We denote I 's i-th query to E as M , the en oding of M as

M ; M , and the returned iphertext as  k . We denote I 's i-th query to D as 0 k 0 (assuming

that I 's i-th query is parsable sin e otherwise D would enter a halting state). We denote the

de ryption (via D) of 0 as m and the de oding of m as (m ; m ). By onvention, if D 's internal
state is ?, then m =?. Also, if m =?, then (m ; m ) = (?; ?).
Now, let j be the index of I 's rst out-of-syn de ryption query, and let k be the number of
en ryption queries prior to I 's j -th de ryption query. Let Bad be an event in whi h all of the
following onditions hold: I 's j -th de ryption query orre tly veri es, m 2 fM 1 ; : : : ; M g, k  j ,
 0 =  , and m = M . (Re all that if the rst out-of-syn de ryption query fails to verify, the
de ryption algorithm will return ? for all subsequent de ryption queries.) We state the following
lemmas.
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(I )  Advuf
Lemma C.1 AdvSE
MA (F ) + AdvEC
Lemma C.2 Pr [ Bad ℄ = 0

a

(C ) + Pr [ Bad ℄

Then, Equation (1) in Theorem 6.5 follows. Now, we prove the lemmas.
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Proof of Lemma C.1: Let Pr [  ℄ denote the probability fun tion underlying ExpSE
(I ). Let



0 k 0 be I 's rst out-of-syn query to D (). Re all that, prior to I 's j -th de ryption-veri ation
query, I made k queries to E (). We de ne the following events.
j

K

j

K

Event E
Event E1
Event E2
Event E2 1
Event E2 2
Event E2 2 1
Event E2 2 2
Event E2 2 3

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

;

;

; ;

; ;

; ;



I 's rst out-of-syn query to its ora le D () orre tly veri es
E o urs and m 62 fM 1 ; : : : ; M g
E o urs and m 2 fM 1 ; : : : ; M g
E2 o urs and either k < j or m 6= M
E2 o urs and k  j and m = M
E2 2 o urs and  0 6=  and m 62 fM 1 ; : : : ; M 1 ; M +1 ; : : : ; M
E2 2 o urs and  0 6=  and m 2 fM 1 ; : : : ; M 1 ; M +1 ; : : : ; M
E2 2 o urs and  0 =  .
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If I 's rst out-of-syn query to D () does not orre tly verify, then the de ryption ora le enters its
int-sf txt
halting state, and thus, no further de ryption queries will orre tly verify and ExpSE
(I ) annot
int-sf txt
(I ) = Pr [ E ℄. Also, noti e that Pr [ E ℄ = Pr [ E1 _ E2 2 1 ℄ +
return 1. Therefore, AdvSE
Pr [ E2 1 _ E2 2 2 ℄ + Pr [ E2 2 3 ℄.
int-sf txt
(I ) until I su eeds
As previous pointed out, the adversaries F and C run I exa tly as in ExpSE
in making an out-of-syn de ryption-veri ation query. Therefore, it is easy to see that, if events
E1 or E2 2 1 o ur, then F su eeds in nding a uf- ma forgery against MA. Similarly, if events
E2 1 or E2 2 2 o ur, C su eeds in nding a ollision against EC . Consequently,
K

; ;

;

; ;

; ;

; ;

;

; ;

int-sf txt
(I ) = Pr [ E1 _ E2 2 1 ℄ + Pr [ E2 1 _ E2 2 2 ℄ + Pr [ E2 2 3 ℄
AdvSE
- ma (F ) + Adv oll a (C ) + Pr [ Bad ℄
 AdvufMA
EC
; ;

;

; ;

; ;

as desired.

Proof of Lemma C.2: We are interested in the event that 0 6=  but m = M (where j
j

j

j
e

j
e

is the index of the rst out-of-order de ryption query and the adversary has already queried the
en ryption ora le at least j times). Sin e SSH-CTR uses CTR mode with stateful de ryption, sin e
the en ryption and de ryption states are in-syn prior to the j -th de ryption query, and sin e, for
ea h CTR mode state, there is a bije tion between plaintexts and iphertexts, if 0 6=  , then
m 6= M . This means that Pr[Bad℄ = 0.
j

j
e

j
e
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